Abstract. The unquantified set theory MLSR containing the symbols ∪, \, =, ∈, R (R(x) is interpreted as a rank of x) is considered. It is proved that there exists an algorithm which for any formula Q of the MLSR theory decides whether Q is true or not using the space c|Q| 3 (|Q| is the length of Q).
The proof of the necessity of this theorem makes essential use of the Venn diagram [2] . The construction of the set Π is based on the Venn diagram for m sets. Consequently the number n of places is, in general, of order 2 m . Therefore, despite the fact that Theorem 1 solves the decidability problem for the MLSR theory, the corresponding decision procedure has an exponential computational complexity (by space). Thus is of great interest to find an algorithm solving the decidability problem for the MLSR theory with a polynomial computational complexity (by space). The next theorem shows that such an algorithm can really be constructed. Denote by Π F a set {α
For each variable y i of Q assume that α µi is a place from Π with the highest index such that y i (α µi ) = 1 (if such a place exists in Π). Denote by Π R a set of all such places. 1 , r s2 ] , respectively, the first interval preceding the second one, and, since α F (i) ∈Π and α j = β j ∈Π, the ends of both intervals belong to the set of indices of places from Π. But their order in the set {1, . . . , n} has remained unchanged during the new enumeration of elements of the setΠ, the numbers j andF (i) belong to different new intervals corresponding to the sequencer 0 ,r 1 , . . . ,rk. Therefore k j < kF (i) , i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, j ∈ {1 Then βr = α r for some r ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Therefore if y i (βr) = 1, then y i (α r ) = 1. Consequently, k r < k h , i.e. α r , α h ∈Π, and r and h belong to different intervals (r s1−1 , r s1 ] and (r s2−1 , r s2 ], the first interval preceding the second one. The ends of these intervals were not removed from the set {1, . . . , n}. Therefore the inequality kr < kh has preserved. Corrolary 1. There exists a Turing machine which for any formula Q of the MLSR theory decides whether Q is true or not, using the space c|Q| 3 .
Let MLSO n be an unquantified set theory whose language contains the symbols ∪, \, =, ∈ and a single-place predicate O n (O n (x) is interpreted as follows: x is an ordinal). Since O n (x) iff x = R(x), we have Corrolary 2. There exists a Turing machine which for any formula Q of the MLSO n theory decides whether Q is true or not, using the space c|Q| 3 .
